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BOOK REVIEWS
Worth and Chavasse's Squint. By T. Keith Lyle and G. J. 0. Bridgeman. 1959. Pp. viii

+ 392, 214 figs. Bailliere, Tindall, & Cox, London. (52s. 6d.)
Worth's "Squint, Its Causes, Pathology, and Treatment" was one of the classics of

ophthalmology. Appearing first in 1903 as a result of the meticulous and imaginative
study of 2,337 cases seen in the previous decade, the book ran through successive editions
until failing health forced the author to transfer further work into other and younger
hands. The result was the appearance in 1939 of the 7th edition as a completely new
book written by Bernard Chavasse, full of original ideas which shed a new light on our
conceptions of the aetiology of anomalies of ocular motility and binocular vision based
on the development of binocular reflexes. The early death of this author necessitated a
further transfer, and the 8th edition (1950) appeared essentially the same in spirit but
fortunately re-written in more comprehensible style by T. Keith Lyle; in the present
edition Mr. Lyle has sought the collaboration of Mr. G. J. 0. Bridgeman to produce a
larger and more comprehensive book, further clarified and simplified, so that, although
retaining much of the philosophy of Chavasse, it may be considered as a completely new
volume.
The value of the accurate and detailed diagnosis of these motor anomalies of the eye

and of the limitation of orthoptic treatment in their rectification have now had time to be
assessed objectively, so that the new knowledge thus obtained can be expressed with
considerable confidence; moreover, within the last two decades considerable advances
have been made in the surgical treatment of paralytic strabismus, particularly of traumatic
origin. These have been incorporated, while separate sections have been written on the
clinical classification, natural history, prognosis, and treatment of the various muscular
anomalies met with in practice. The writing is direct and didactic and the text is richly
interspersed with the outlines of illustrative case-histories. This perhaps makes for
difficult reading but it is certainly meaningful and the resultant volume is undoubtedly
the most authoritative on this subject in the English language.

French Ophthalmology in the Twentieth Century. (L'ophtalmologie fran9aise au XXe
siecle.) By R. Onfray. 1959. Pp. 238. Masson, Paris. (Fr. frs 2,200).

The history of ophthalmology in the last 50 years is rich and profuse but, like all the
yesterdays of history, it commands only our grudging appraisal. The future is tantalizing,
and the remoter part so much more romantic.
The story that Onfray unfolds is a formidable one, for the ambit of these 50 years of

French ophthalmology is catalogued under its conventional text-book headings, and the
contribution of French ophthalmologists in each single field is faithfully appraised. In
addition, there are chapters telling of the hospital organization of ophthalmology in
France, of the various ophthalmological journals and major publications, and finally of
the confines of ophthalmology in various political and legal aspects.
Such congested catalogues generally make dry reading, but serve their unassuming

function in the shelves of reference, but Onfray has given life to his subject matter and the
sense of historical drama is never lacking from his narrative. The book is well produced
and the author deserves our considerable praise.

Ophthalmology. Medico-surgical Therapeutic Indications. (Ophtalmologie. Directives
therapeutiques medico-chirurgicales.) By G. Offret and G. Lombard. 1959.
Pp. 370. Doin, Paris. (Fr. frs 3,750).

This book is one of a series which treats of practical therapeutics in all branches of
medicine; the idea is to produce at frequent intervals a short volume giving an outline
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of recent methods of treatment. The first part of the book deals with the therapeutics
of symptoms-weeping, photophobia, ophthalmological pain, defects of vision, diplopia,
and so on. The second part details general therapeutic methods-anaesthesia, mydriatics,
miotics, antibiotics, anticoagulants, hormones, tissue-therapy, anti-allergic medication,
and so on, with a short and rather interesting chapter on psychotherapy. The third
part approaches the subject from the opposite aspect and gives a short resume of thera-
peutic measures for diseases considered topographically-diseases of the conjunctiva,
cornea, uveal tract, and so on. The fourth part discusses the treatment of general
diseases as they affect the eye-tuberculosis, syphilis, focal infection, toxoplasmosis, etc.
The fifth and final section deals with neoplasms. The book is short and clearly written
and should be of great value to the clinical ophthalmologist.

Advances in Ophthalmology, Vol. 9. Edited by E. B. Streiff. 1959. Pp. 377, 130 figs.
Karger, Basel (Swiss frs 56).

The ninth volume of Advances in Ophthalmology gives a resume of five subjects: the
duplicity theory of vision, vertical strabismus, the permeability of the blood-aqueous
barrier to fluorescein, the use of electro-mechanical punch cards, and the recent literature
on the lids and lacrimal apparatus. I

The section on the duplicity theory, written by Per and Arne Saugstad of Oslo, gives
an extensive review of the present position of the view put forward initially by Schultze of
a dual mechanism of the retina subserved by the rods and cones. Experimental results,
all of which are quoted in considerable detail, indicate that such a theory in its original
and simple form cannot fit the facts. The authors conclude, however, that there is ample
evidence of both an anatomical and a functional nature in support of the concept of a
duality of function in two types of photo-receptor, but that their activities are qualified
by subsequent integration both in the retina and in the central nervous system. A more
comprehensive theory is thus required, the nature of which, in the present state of our
knowledge, cannot yet be formulated.
Malbran and Norbis of Buenos Aires contribute the second section in which the

complicated and somewhat controversial subject of vertical strabismus is analysed, with
its aetiology and the clinical diagnosis of its various forms; an excellent bibliography is
appended.
A discussion of the permeability of the blood-aqueous barrier to fluorescein is contri-

buted by Lugossy of Budapest. This chapter contains much of the physiology of the
blood-aqueous barrier and the nature of the aqueous humour both in health and disease,
a history of the experimental exploration of the passage of fluorescein from the blood into
the eye since the early work of Ehrlich, and the more recent quantitative methods which
have been applied in the assessment of permeability within the last decade, together with
a discussion of the clinical value of the fluorescein test in a large number of clinical con-
ditions. The extent of the field thus covered is indicated by the fact that the bibliography
occupies 16 pages.
A short section on the value of mechanical punch-cards in medicine, contributed by a

team of ophthalmologists from Marseilles headed by G. E. Jayle, suggests a standard
card for the assessment of age-changes in the eye.
The last section, dealing with the lids and lacrimal apparatus, comprises a valuable

summary of the literature between 1946 and 1955.
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